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Abstract

It takes much time to find the cause of a bug in debugging of programs. Finding the cause of a bug needs to comprehend a flow and data transitions in executing programs. It is difficult to grasp behavior in executing the programs whose behavior is unexpected by a bug. We propose a visualizing method of data transitions to support debugging for Java programs in order to improve efficiency of debugging by supporting to find the cause of a bug. We have implemented TVIS in order to confirm efficiency of the proposed method. The data transitions diagram is the most characteristic function of TVIS which shows the data transitions in executing programs as a table. It can show visually abnormal behavior: no data renewed at all, data abnormally renewed, and so on. Because abnormal behavior is detected in the data transitions diagram at first glance, it is useful for programmers in finding the cause of a bug. This paper shows that the method can support to find the cause of a bug.
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1. Introduction

It takes much time to find the cause of a bug in debugging of programs [1]. Finding the cause of a bug needs to comprehend a flow and data transitions in executing programs. It is difficult to grasp behavior in executing the programs whose behavior is unexpected by a bug. Additionally, many programs are complicated for including a number of loops and branches. In particular, unskilled programmers need more time for this work.

Thin slicing [2] is a technique to find the cause of a bug, but sometimes its information is insufficient. Thin slicing is a kind of program slicing [3], and can analyze data transitions without superfluous information by restricting abstraction of slice to data transitions only. However, enough information to find the cause of a bug cannot be gotten because states and renewals timing of data which is not selected as slice are not shown.

This paper proposes a visualizing method of data transitions to support debugging for Java programs in order to improve efficiency of debugging by supporting to find the cause of a bug. The method supports to grasp behavior in executing programs because visualizes renewals and states of each data.

This paper has implemented TVIS which is tool to visualize data transitions for Java programs to confirm efficiency of the proposed method. Main functions of TVIS are the data transitions diagram, the renewal history table, and the slicing function. In particular, the data transitions diagram is the most characteristic function which shows the data transitions in executing programs as a table. Therefore, the method shows abnormal behavior and data renewals for understanding behavior of executing programs.
This paper visualizes the programs which include a bug in order to confirm that TVIS can support to find the cause of a bug.

2. Data Transitions

The data transitions in this paper show the flow of variable renewals in executing a program. It expresses when and what value of each variable is renewed. Programmers can grasp behavior of a program because they can prefigure the behavior of each variable at arbitrary timing in the program execution by understanding the data transitions. Hence, finding the cause of a bug becomes easier by comparing the difference between the behavior which programmers expect and the actual behavior, if they grasp the data transitions of the program which includes a bug.

However, it is difficult to grasp data transitions of the program which includes a bug. The reason is that the program which includes a bug doesn't behave as programmer's expectation, in addition they doesn’t know the cause of a bug.

3. Visualization

In order to confirm efficiency of the proposed method, TVIS (transitions visualization), which is tool to support debugging, has been implemented. It can visualize data transitions. Fig.1 shows the process of visualizing data transitions. The contents of the process is as follows.

I. TVIS statically analyses structure information of the program in order to choose the point which probes to do dynamic analysis are inserted in.
TVIS does syntax analysis of the source code which is visualized and analyses the result of it for investigating structure information of the program. Structure information of a program is information which includes the following data: locations of declaring variables, locations of renewals, ranges of each variable scope, locations of loops, and so on.

II. TVIS generates the source code which includes probes, and then outputs the result of dynamic analysis of the program by executing it.

TVIS generates the probe file which is inserted probes in the source code to get information of renewals of variables and loops from structure information. TVIS outputs the result of dynamic analysis by executing the probe file after compiling it.

III. TVIS visualizes data transitions by using the result of dynamic analysis and the structure information of a program.
The result of dynamic analysis has information in each process in executing the program: declaration and renewals of variables, and loop. TVIS analyses data transitions which occur in each process by using the result of dynamic analysis, and shows them on the window.

Main functions of TVIS are the data transitions diagram, the renewal history table, and the slicing function. Fig.2 shows an example of the window of TVIS. The data transitions diagram is on the upper right of the window, and the renewal history table is on the green area, and slices list as the result of the slicing function is on the blue area. TVIS can support to grasp behavior of executing programs because it shows data transitions by using these functions.

The data transitions diagram is the most characteristic function which shows renewals of each variable and its timing. It is a table and indicates the number of iterations of each loop in a lateral direction and indicates the line number of data renewals in a vertical direction, and shows renewal value of variables in each loop. It is possible to understand the line and the loop where each renewal exists by using the data transitions diagram. For example, the area which is surrounded by the red frame in Fig.2 shows that Loop1 is repeated four
times in the first loop of Loop0. The area which is surrounded by the yellow frame in Fig.2 shows that the value of variable \( \text{asc} \) is assigned into 10 in the third loop of Loop1 in the first loop of Loop0. Hence, the data transitions diagram can show the flow of renewals of each data. Moreover, it is possible to grasp renewals and flow of the whole by using the table form, it is easy to understand states of the other data when a suspicious state occurs.

In addition, TVIS shows the data transitions arrow which shows relations between each renewal of variables as the red arrow on the data transitions diagram. The relations mean ones between state of a variable and the state of other variables which is used for the renewal of its state. After a programmer selects a state by clicking a value on the data transitions diagram, TVIS draws a red arrow from the state which influenced its renewal to the state which was selected. When a suspicious state occurs, finding the cause of it becomes easy by using the data transitions arrow.

The renewal history table shows how many renewals of each variable in executing programs happen and what its value is after renewals. It indicates the number of renewals in a lateral direction and indicates a variable name in a vertical direction. It can show information about whether abnormalities of values of variables after renewals and the number of the renewals happen.

In addition, TVIS can perform thin slicing to arbitrary states of each variable as an ancillary function. When the value on the data transitions diagram or the renewal history table is clicked, TVIS performs thin slicing, and shows the result of slicing on the blue area of the window. TVIS can perform thin slicing at one click, and it becomes easy to perform the slicing to not only the final state but also an arbitrary state of each variable by using the data transitions diagram or the renewal history table. Therefore, analysis of data transitions can be performed without superfluous slices.

4. Example

Two programs which include a bug are visualized by adapting them to TVIS, to confirm efficiency of the proposed method. They are bubble sort programs in Java and include different bugs.

The bubble sort program in Fig.3 sets a wrong condition of a loop. The correct loop condition in the 5th line in Fig.3 is not "\( j < \text{data.length-}j-1 \)" but "\( j < \text{data.length-}i-1 \)". This mistake that programmers confuse variables of similar names happens often, but they hardly notice existence of it. The program has returned the array which is identical with the original array because of this mistake.
The data transitions diagram on Fig. 3 shows abnormal behavior of exchanging elements of the array from 9th line to 11th line and Loop1 which starts at the 5th line. The area which is surrounded by the red frame shows that all iterations in Loop1 repeated only two times and variable j as the loop counter didn't become more than two. The correct behavior of Loop1 dwindles the number of iterations of the loop as shown Fig. 2. Hence, we understand that the loop condition of Loop1 is suspicious.

The bubble sort program in Fig. 4 contains variables assigned to a wrong value. The variable which is used from 7th line to 11th line on Fig. 4 is not variable i but variable j. This mistake occurred by merely confusing variables, but it is hardly noticed because multiple lines are wrong in succession. The program finishes process without executing until completion of sorting because of this mistake.

The data transitions diagram on Fig. 4 shows abnormal behavior to exchange elements of the array. The area which is surrounded by the red frame shows that Loop1 repeated four times in the first loop of Loop0 which starts at the 3rd line. Here, if statement at the 7th line, was expected to compare all elements of the array, but it never exchanged them. Hence, we understand that if statement at the 7th line is suspicious.

From the above two results of visualization, we have confirmed that programmers can get useful information to find the cause of a bug and grasp behavior of the program included the bug by using visualization of data transitions of TVIS.

5. Evaluation

This paper has implemented TVIS which supports debugging for visualizing data transitions, in order to confirm efficiency of the proposed method by visualizing the program which includes bugs. It explains the difference by comparing the method with conventional methods below.

Dynamic slicing [4] which includes thin slicing is a technique to analyze behavior in executing a program by extracting processes which relate to generation of a selected state as slice. We cannot get useful information if not we appositely decide a condition of slicing, because slicing cannot show information which is not selected as slice. In case of Fig.3, it is difficult to get
useful information, because slice except initialization processes is not gotten even if elements of the array are selected as a condition of slicing. However, TVIS can show useful information for programmers to grasp behavior of a program, because it shows the situation of each variable and loop by the diagram.

Breakpoint is one of the most frequently used methods for debugging [5]. Breakpoint has the problem which programmers need experience of programming to decide a location of breakpoint. Nevertheless, it is a useful method of finding the cause of a bug, and also the method which automatically generates breakpoint has reported [6]. When programmers found an abnormal process, it is difficult to understand correctly the situation of execution with only information of a point. TVIS becomes easy to grasp behavior of a program, when programmers found the abnormal process, because TVIS shows them to information of variables or loops which concern it. In a large program, efficiency of TVIS may lower in comparison with breakpoint, because information of the diagram is liable to increase.

An applicable range of programs which TVIS can visualize is small in comparison with the tool [7] which can visualize a large program by a diagram with a high abstraction level or tool [8] which can visualize multithreaded programs. TVIS, which generates a diagram of low abstraction level, may make gigantic a diagram because data to visualize even a program of moderate size may become huge [9]. Therefore, the variety of programs which TVIS can visualize may have a limit. Accordingly, TVIS need reduce spaces to show information by improving the expression format of the diagram. An applicable range of programs which TVIS can visualize is enlarged by focusing object to visualize on only an important object.

6. Conclusion

This paper has proposed the visualizing method of data transitions to support debugging for Java programs in order to improve efficiency of debugging by supporting to find the cause of a bug. We have implemented TVIS which supports debugging and visualizes data transitions, in order to show efficiency of the proposed method. We visualize programs which include a bug by using TVIS, and show that TVIS can support to grasp behavior of executing programs and to find the cause of a bug.

Visualization of the proposed method can give the information which is not gotten by using conventional methods for analyzing data transitions. The data transitions diagram can show visually abnormal behavior: abnormal data renewals and so on. Also, it is easy to understanding states of other variables when abnormal behavior is found.

Therefore, the proposed method can support to find the cause of a bug by visualizing data transitions, and improve efficiency of debugging for Java programs. The method reduces time to grasp behavior in executing a program for programmers by showing data transitions to them. In particular, it is useful for unskilled programmers.

The future issues are as follows.
(1) Improving the format for expressing values of variables.
(2) Introducing the localization in visualization.
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